
The Charging Procedure.
Ensure each light is positioned correctly 
in the carry case. The magnet should 
be facing down and the charging tabs 
should be horizontal to ensure they make 
contact with the probes set into each 
compartment.
Plug either of the chargers into the case 
see Fig. 1. Connect to the power source. 
The array of six small LEDS will start to 
flash green. These will go to “solid on” as 
each light comes to a full charge.

Charging time will vary between lights and 
power source. On average six discharged 
lights will take approx five to six hours to 
fully charge.

Omni Directional Output. 
Light emits from both sides and around 
the entire circumference. Multiple user 
selectable flash patterns plus four modes 
of steady burn.

Mounting.
Each light has a strong magnet that will 
mount and support its weight on a vertical 
flat steel surface. Multiple flxing eyes allow 
for attachment via nails, screws, hooks, 
cable tie. Use the black tubes supplied to 
reinforce the large eye. See Fig 2.

Battery.
Rechargeable Lithium battery. Life 
Expectancy is three to five years. 3.7v 
- 850mAh. Included are 240vac and 12 - 
24vdc chargers.
Before Usage.
Please place the lights on charge for six 
hours prior to use.
Packing.
Supplied in a pack of six in a carry 
case, doubling as a docking station. 
When plugged in charges all lights 
simultaneously.

A stand alone AMBER and RED LED light fitted with a rechargeable Lithium Battery and 
switch. Ideal for use as over dimension load marker lights. 

90mm diameter x 30mm high. Total Surface area 63.6 sqcm (one face only)

Fig. 2. 
A. Cable Ties.

Insert the black sleeves into the large eye at 
the top. It will safeguard against cable ties 
cutting through the rubber.

B. Switch.
On/Off and pattern select.

Operation.
To turn the light on. Press and release the 
on/off switch located on the opposite side 
to the magnet.
Press and release the switch again to step 
to the next flash pattern. Each subsequent 
press will step through the available nine 
patterns. See Table.

To Turn the light off. Press and hold the 
switch for two to three seconds, the light 
will blink twice and go out. It will remember 
the last selected pattern and come back 
on displaying it.

OVER DIMENSION LOAD MARKER LIGHTS.
Operating Instructions
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Fig. 3.
A. Charge Point.

Connect the charger to case here.
B. Monitor LEDS.

Solid on indicated fully charged

Fig. 1. 

A. Magnet.
Place face down in case to charge.

B. Charging Tabs.
Position horizontal in case as shown.
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